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ABSTRACT

Because of the large character set nature of Myanmar character, currently used Myanmar language soft keyboard look like QWERTY layout on Android devices’s performance is degraded when using on small screens. The users are needed to switch keyboard layout frequently to get their desired characters. To reduce the user keyboard layout switching time, this paper proposed the slide keyboard to set the entire Myanmar character on one screen layout. User study was made by comparing slide keyboard with currently used Myanmar language soft keyboard that look like QWERTY layout (iTextMM). The user preferences and empirical evaluation is also analyzed. According to the evaluation, the participants can take minimum learning time with slide keyboard and can type at a rate of 17 Character per Minutes (CPM) and have got average 0.65 error rates.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In early commercial mobile phone for example T9 [5], researchers are motivated to reduce the number of buttons required to support a full Latin alphabet on limited space available in mobile devices. Because of the hard keyboard nature on earlier mobile devies, their only target is to use word disambiguation strategy that each key represent more than one alphabet. The user had to use by pressing the key that corresponds to a desired letter one or more times [4]. On touch screen, keyboard is the software based, thus the design of the soft keyboard is changed or is innoviated to meet the ease of user usability. The soft keyboard consumes no physical space in the real word. However, it takes much precious resources on the phone such as the screen area and some part of the screen where data is typed. Thus, the input mechanism that requires only a few keys or a small set of input primitives has been hot areas of research on today era of 2012.

Many existing input method editor on touch screen lack a good interface for typing Myanmar text and inputting performance is not good as imagine because of the inconvenience need to switch frequently between multiple layout to correct spell the intended syllable or words. The future trends will become promising growth in the age of touch screen devices and it is needed to explore the better input method
mechanism on touch screen for Myanmar language. The English QWERTY type keypads alone are not suitable in the long run because the native Myanmar user wish to send SMS message with Myanmar language, want to send email with Myanmar language and prefer to connect with social media with Myanmar language from their personal touch screen gadgets. It is needed to explore the more effective keyboard layout for Myanmar language.

The proposed slide keyboard suggested a keyboard layout that has been optimized for accurate, easy, speedy and efficient typing on small touch screen handheld gadgets. For evaluation of the proposed soft keyboard, two types of evaluation: automated empirical evaluation and user evaluation is performed. The automated experiments on Myanmar language showed that the text entry speed is comparable with existing Myanmar language input method look like QWERTY layout in the market. The result of the user evaluations are also described detailed in Section 5. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related research in soft keyboard layout design optimization with few keys. Problem description to develop Myanmar language slide keyboard is presented in Section 3. Design and implementation of the slide keyboard is described in Section 4 and concluded this paper in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

There are many virtual keyboard designs for either mobile phone or handheld devices that condense the rows of keys in the normal QWERTY layout in the realm of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) researcher [2, 7, and 12]. On example of such a keyboard is the Vector keyboard [7] of Martin Klim and Pavel Salvik. Their keyboard layout consists of three blocks for alphanumerical characters, each block organized in a matrix of 3x3 characters. Typing is produced by simple strokes sourcing from one of four blocks of letters. According to the literature review, more and more researchers are trying to explore a technique of flick and swipe gestures to replace touch screen button [2]. The distinguish example is 1Line keyboard. 1Line keyboard reduced layouts to be single line that condenses the three rows of keys in the normal QWERTY layout and gestures to replace buttons or keys. The major idea of 1Line keyboard can saves 60% of the space occupied on the screen.

This idea of 1Line keyboard is not the new one. They transplanted their idea from stick keyboard of Nathan Green and group [8]. In their stick keyboars, text entry is done by mapping four rows of a standard keyboard on to the home row in which three rows of alphabetical keys are merged into a single row. The resulting stick keyboard has similarities to a cell phone keyboard, in overloading single keys with multiple characters, but the layout and proportions are derived from the QWERTY design. The next interesting example of shiriking the number of key button to text entry is Watch-to text entry of Mark D Dunlop [6]. This idea is the first approach in setting key layout with watch-face. Although watch-face text entry does not support capitalization, punctuation, error correction or menu commands, the researchers realized to explore the way of optimization the layout with few keys since that time. Various keyboard designs have been proposed in the past to optimize the placement of letters on keys by minimizing ambiguous key sequences [3, 4 and 5]. But, most of the keyboard layout optimization approaches are for Latin alphabet. There is still an underdeveloped research area in keyboard layout optimization for Myanmar language. The proposed Myanmar language slide keyboard utilizes both tap detection and slide detection to provide a reduced keyboard layout and minimum key searching time for the users.

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

To support typing Myanmar text on touch screen without additional hardware, many touch screen devices, such as iPad, iPhone, Adroid mobile phone and tablet implement a soft QWERTY keyboard. The soft keyboards that look like QWERTY layouts consume many layouts and sometime the user is annoyed in key searching time. There is no standard keyboard layout for Myanmar language, although the number of mobile subscriber is 450,000 in early 2010. Most of the soft keyboard developer for Myanmar language, imitate the key layout arrangement of Zawgyi keyboard that is the most popular keyboard layout in personal desktop PC. However, to transplant the idea of keyboard layout arrangement the same as Zawgyi keyboard, there is some confusing problem for the soft keyboard developer. Because, the screen size and number of key available is less than the keyboard layout arrangement in Zawgyi keyboard. Thus, most developers tried to place the key similar to Zawgyi keyboard and place the remaining key in suitable place. This behavior leads to the different number of keyboard layout for Myanmar mobile user and the users have to try to get familiarity in keyboard layout changes and have to search their intended key difficulty via switching keyboard layout as much as they can.

The next keyboard layout that did not use the idea of Zawgyi layout is the iTextMM keyboard layout [9]. The observation of this keyboard is to develop effective Myanmar language soft keyboard layout
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For the first group of user, sliding left character make him or her feel stiff in long run. Thus, among the first row of Myanmar consonant, the least frequent used characters are placed on slide left position. For the second group of user, the four sliding is not the big task for them and all type of slides are preferable. Myanmar language is a syllabic script language which composed of vowel or consonant and vowel signs. There are 34 consonant (ဋ, ဎ, ဎ, ဎ, etc.), one devowelizer sign (-ဝ), 11 dependent vowel signs (-ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ, etc.), 4 medial signs (-ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ, -ဝ), 2 diacritics signs (-ဝ, -ဝ) and 10 digits (ဋ, ဏ, ဗ, ဗ etc.) [9].

For dependent vowel, devowelizer, medial and diacritics, the unigram frequency usage alone is not the key factor in consideration of key position. For those characters, it is needed to take the leverage of key
searching habit of users after disguising the most frequent used character (﨑, -لاقة, คลิป-), E_vowel(匣-) have to set in the left side of the keyboard. However, E_vowel (匣-) need to set in the middle of key because it is the most frequent used character, the diacritics sign (匣-) is most suited to set in slide left position.

5. EVALUATION

Before user evaluation study is making, text entry speed also known as empirical evaluation of the proposed keyboard is calculated with core java and analyzed. The text entry speed of a keyboard can be calculated by calculating mean Movement Time (MT^) [9]. To calculate MT^, it is needed to calculate over all possible digraphs as depicted in algorithm 1. Fitt’s law is formulated mathematically to get Movement Time (MT). MT is assumed the time taken to move from Key_i to another Key_j for a given distance D_ij and key size W_ij. In this calculation, the value of a and b are assumed 0.5 as empirically determined coefficients. In addition, RT is the average reaction time of user key searching. Where n is the number of keys in the keyboard, b^ is a constant and its value is determined empirically as 0.5.

Algorithm1- Text Entry Speed

```
RT := b * log_2 (n + 1);
for (int i=0; i<n; i++)
{
    for (int j=0; j<n; j++)
    {
        Calculate D_ij
        P_ij := Bigram (key_i,key_j);
        MT_ij := a + b * log_2 (D_ij/W_ij);
        MT^ := (P_ij * MT_ij) + RT;
    }
Text_Entry_Speed := \frac{1}{MT^} \times \frac{1}{60};
```

According to the automated text entry speed analysis, the text entry speed of slide keyboard is 4.31 that is comparable with (4.53 the average text entry speed of first and second layout) iTextMM (QWERTY Keyboard.)

The user evaluation study is conducted using Android OS phone because of its open source Software Development Kit (SDK). Twelve participants from age 20 to 35 (4 male and 8 female) were recruited for the evaluation session. The initial session was used to obtain an understanding of initial usability of the slide keyboard and its learning curve of novice that already familiar with Myanmar language touch screen text entry look like QWERTY keyboard layout. In the initial session, the users said they prefer to use
slide keyboard and take minimal learning time. After taking learning time, they are allowed to use ten times trials of their preferred sentences. To calculate Character per Minutes (CPM) and Error Rate (ER), the slide keyboard is modified to record the starting time and ending time. Before starting each sentence, each user is needed to press start key on soft keyboard to record start time. Similarly, after inputting each sentences, let them to press end key on soft keyboard and calculate CPM and ER.

The CPM is the number of inputted Myanmar character in one minute and ER is the error rate to input the desire sentence by using this keyboard. The CPM and ER can be calculated with the equation as depicted in equation 1 and 2. The evaluation results revealed that the user can type Myanmar character in average of 16.89 characters per minute and have got average of 0.67 error rates. Although the users prefer to use optimized keyboard layout in initial survey, the participants on evaluation said they are not familiar with the slide keyboard. Instead of avoiding key switching time in QWERTY like keyboard layout, they made wasting time in key searching with slide keyboard. Sometimes, they made ambiguity error such as confusing to use the key with normal tap or slide.

\[
CPM = \frac{\text{Number of Desired Character}}{(\text{End time in Millisecond} - \text{Start time in Millisecond}) \times 0.001} / 60
\]

(1)

\[
ER = \frac{\text{Number of Error}}{\text{Number of Desired Character}}
\]

(2)
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6. CONCLUSION
The objective of this work is to reduce the user key switching time on soft keyboard. The key placement is designed by taking the leverage of user familiarity of Myanmar consonant character order. Characters operations are normal tap, slide up, slide down, slide left and slide right on the intended character. The investigation indicated that the slide keyboard allows the user to type their desired character without needed to switch the keyboard layout to type their desired characters. However, it adds the extra burden of key searching time for the user and had got average 17 CPM and 0.65 ER. When compared with QWERTY like keyboard layout (iTextMM), the slide keyboard can catch 75% of the iTextMM’s inputting performance.
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